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Chapter 2451: It's A Matter Of Time 

The divine sea realm! 

As the name implied, the primordial spirit would merge with the sea of Qi. In the vast and endless sea of 

spiritual Qi, the primordial spirit would continue to cultivate and strengthen, gradually condensing from 

its initial void state into a liquid state! 

After reaching the peak of the spirit sea realm, the liquid state of the primordial spirit would fill the 

dantian in the sea of Qi. With further cultivation, it would condense into a brilliant golden core that was 

not afraid of the murkiness of the world! This was the next major realm, the Golden elixir realm! 

The path of immortal cultivation had three major hurdles! 

The first one was between the divine sea realm and the Golden elixir realm! 

The ancient people called the Golden elixir realm the 'way of the Golden elixir', which meant that from 

the beginning of cultivation to the formation of the Golden elixir, it could be regarded as a perfect 

cultivation. 

A perfected divine sea was the prerequisite for forming a golden core! 

Looking at the earth immortal world, the population was in the trillions. Most of them could reach the 

earth immortal realm, but those who could reach the Golden elixir realm were one in ten thousand! 

It was conceivable that it would be an extremely difficult process to break through from the divine sea 

realm to the Golden elixir realm! 

Of course, once they successfully broke through to the Golden core stage, the immortal cultivators 

would step onto a whole new level, and there would be a fundamental difference between them and 

the immortal cultivators below the Golden core stage! At the same time, he would obtain many 

benefits! 

For example, an increase in lifespan, combat strength, and physical strength, understanding the secret 

techniques of the Golden core Dao, and so on ... 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was still very far away from the Golden elixir realm. Now that he had broken 

through to the divine sea realm, he had actually benefited a lot from it! 

[ ding Qianqian's cultivation base: early stage of the divine sea realm. Lifespan: [ year 30684, physique: 

5000000, combat power: 22 million, primordial spirit attack-sacred level! 

 this is the two-star earth-god Realm, the divine sea realm!  

Chen Xiaobei calculated excitedly, my lifespan has increased by 8000 years! My combat power has 

soared by five million points in one step. It's so cool!" 
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 however, my physique has already surpassed the peak of the divine sea realm, so it didn't increase. But 

it doesn't matter. With the 'sky-killing tyrant body technique,' increasing my physique won't be a 

problem at all!  

Of course, other than these visible changes in numbers, Chen Xiaobei himself was also undergoing some 

hidden changes. 

The one-star earth-god Realm was called the primordial soul realm. Its main feature was to open the 

primordial soul domain and master primordial soul attacks! 

The two-star earth-god Realm was called the divine sea realm. Compared to the previous realm, the 

scope of the primordial spirit domain was larger, and the strength of the primordial spirit attack was also 

higher. 

However, the main feature of the spirit sea realm was actually another special ability! 

Mysterious finger technique! 

The so-called profound finger was a special ability. It was recorded in the profound finger chapter 

written by the Eight Immortals of the tribe of humanity, Lu Dongbin. 

As the saying goes, with a flick of the finger, an immortal would kneel, and a profound technique would 

break longevity! 

The mysterious finger technique was comprehended from the divine sea realm and cultivated to the 

extreme. It could defeat a celestial immortal with a snap of the finger and cut off the celestial immortal's 

path to immortality! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had only just touched the door. Although subconsciously, he had already felt 

the existence of the finger enigma technique. 

But how should he comprehend it? How to cultivate? How to use it? Chen Xiaobei still did not know 

anything about it. He needed to find someone to ask for advice. At least, he had to show Chen Xiaobei 

the way. 

 phew ... I've persevered for so long despite my heavy injuries, and the results didn't disappoint me ...  

Chen Xiaobei finally let out a sigh of relief after he was done observing the changes. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei continued to use his ethereal force to repair No. 8 Luban. He then took out a pill 

and swallowed it. 

Soon, Chen Xiaobei's injuries began to heal. He no longer spat out blood, and his internal injuries were 

healing. His meridians and acupuncture points were all back to normal. Even his physical strength and 

energy were completely restored. 

Even though the sunlight cache had allowed this process to last for a whole day, it was already 

considered fast for Chen Xiaobei to fully recover in just one day. 

That's right! The pill that Chen Xiaobei had just taken was the Wuji blood-clotting pill! 



This pill came from the fourth level of the limitless nine floor Pagoda and was already a four-star earth-

god grade pill. Furthermore, it had absorbed some heaven and earth spiritual aura from the heaven and 

earth smelt, causing its medicinal effects to increase once more. 

That was the reason why Chen Xiaobei was able to fully recover from his injuries in a day. Even his 

physical strength and energy were fully restored. 

Unfortunately, Chen Xiaobei only had two of these everlasting blood and longevity pills. After eating 

one, he only had one left. 

Of course, this was not a big problem. 

Chen Xiaobei had eaten the elixir before, so his mouth was like a printer. He could accurately taste all 

the ingredients and the ratio of each ingredient. 

In fact, the moment Chen Xiaobei ate the pill, the recipe appeared in his mind! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei wanted to, he could spend a few spiritual stones to gather the necessary 

ingredients and make as many everlasting blood and longevity pills as he wanted! 

…… 

Now that he had broken through and recovered from his injuries, Chen Xiaobei's speed of repairing No. 

8 Luban had also greatly increased. 

30 days later, No. 8 Luban was finally fully repaired. 

The next step was to upgrade No. 8 Luban, but Chen Xiaobei did not do it immediately. 

After leaving the verdant Emperor's divine gourd, only 30 minutes had passed outside. 

Chen Xiaobei walked out of the resting room and went to look for the Hengsha tribe leader. 

After a simple discussion, the Hengsha tribe leader gave Chen Xiaobei three more things. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei returned to the resting room and entered the verdant Emperor's divine gourd. 

 upgrade and modification of No. 9 Luban officially begins!  

Chen Xiaobei grinned and placed Lan Caihe's stoneclaw wood and No. 8 Luban into the green jade 

cauldron. 

Then, he put in the three things that the Hengsha tribe leader had given him. 

The first item was the pinnacle of the countless sands ancient race's technology, the Super-alloy anti-

shock armor! 

According to the chief of Hengsha tribe, the armor's defense was at the four-star earth-god level. When 

the enemy attacked No. 9 Luban, they would suffer a large backlash. 

The second item was the technological achievement that the countless sands ancient race was most 

proud of, the Super-ion laser cannon! 



The Hengsha tribe leader said that the power of this laser cannon was comparable to the main cannon 

of a top-tier space carrier! It was equivalent to a four-star earth-god instrument! 

The third item was a Super Black technology that the countless sands ancient race had developed tens 

of millions of years ago, the genetic modification technology! 

The Hengsha tribe leader had not figured out the technology himself, so he gave it to Chen Xiaobei for 

him to help him with the research! 

"Alright! Now that I've gathered everything, it's my turn!" 

Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath and concentrated on releasing dozens of streams of ethereal force. 

Then, he combined them with the witch Dragon Flame to refine and transform No. 8 Luban. 

After learning ju liusun's " magic treasure fusion ", this process was not difficult for Chen Xiaobei. 

The birth of No. 9 Luban was only a matter of time. 

……………… 

Nine layers of the sea of stars, mysterious Manor. 

"Hmph Hmph! Chen Xiaobei! You can just wait for your death!" 

Shen Gongbao held his phone and sneered, " "Lu Yue and his three disciples all received great 

opportunities! And I also got a celestial grade sunlight cache! It's only a matter of time before we kill 

Chen Xiaobei!" 
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The process of upgrading was very smooth. 

Before returning to planet Hengsha, Chen Xiaobei had already completed the upgrade of No. 9 Luban. 

However, he did not have the chance to test it out right now because he had to rush back to the ninth 

level of the starry sea. 

Tianji city's side was still waiting eagerly. 

Chen Xiaobei was so eager to save his friend that he hung up the call with the third elder of the Putuo 

City branch in Tianji city. The third elder must have been very angry. 

Chen Xiaobei had to get back as soon as possible to settle this matter. 

……………… 

Nine layers of the starry sea, the central main star. 

The moment Chen Xiaobei arrived, he split up with Lord scorching heat. 

In front of others, Chen Xiaobei had to pretend that he did not know Lord scorching heat to avoid 

suspicion. 
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After they parted ways, Chen Xiaobei immediately called the third elder of the Putuo territory branch in 

Tianji city. 

There was anger in his voice. He did not ask to meet Chen Xiaobei but asked a young disciple to take 

Chen Xiaobei to the faction. 

At the main city's portal, Chen Xiaobei successfully met the young man. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei did not wear the human-skinned mask. He appeared with his real face. 

If dugu zang Xian knew Chen Xiaobei's true identity, the higher-ups of Tianji city would know as well. 

If that was the case, Chen Xiaobei wearing a mask would be superfluous. 

Of course, he still had to keep the mask on because Deng Jie Yu did not know Chen Xiaobei's real 

identity. 

Deng junyu was a reincarnated soldier. It seemed that there was some unspeakable secret between her 

master and tu xingsun's master. Chen Xiaobei still needed to investigate it. 

In fact, when Chen Xiaobei left, Tian Peng had already followed Deng Kunyu to the earth-god Realm. 

Deng Jie Yu went to the ocean-God sect and Tian Peng was a peak four-star earth level deity. No one 

dared to stop him. 

The rest of the operation could be carried out after Chen Xiaobei reached the earth-god Realm. 

"Chen Zhufeng! You must be Chen Zhufeng, right?" 

He saw a young man in a Daoist robe walking over. 

The young man was about twenty-four or twenty-five years old. He had red lips and white teeth. His 

face was like jade, and his eyes were very clear. 

As the saying goes, the eyes are the windows to the soul. 

From his clear eyes, he could tell that this young man was pure-hearted and kind. 

"Yes, it's me." 

Chen Xiaobei nodded. He was surprised that this young man was not surprised to see him. 

After the war with bei Xuan faction, Chen Xiaobei's feat of killing millions of Allied soldiers had shaken 

the entire Astral Sea. Even the earth-god Realm had heard of him. 

When Chen Xiaobei revealed his identity earlier, it was enough to intimidate everyone. 

However, the young man in front of him was very calm.   my name is Liu Tong, and I'm the eighth 

personal disciple of the third elder of the Putuo City branch in Tianji city. Later, you'll also be taking the 

third elder as your master, which means you'll be my ninth Junior Brother!  

 er ...  Chen Xiaobei was a little surprised."Can I not take you as my master?" 

"Of course not!" 



 of course!  Liu Tong laughed.  although you're the leader of bei Xuan faction, your faction's power is 

insignificant compared to our Tianji city!  

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows. He was a little unhappy. 

"I don't mean to look down on you, I'm just telling the truth!" 

Liu Tong quickly explained,"the core disciples of the elders are either the inheritors of some forces or 

the Masters of the forces!" These forces are all rooted in the earth-god Realm, and any one of them is 

better than bei Xuan faction!" 

Chen Xiaobei's brows furrowed. Although he was unhappy, he did not know much about the earth-god 

Realm and could not refute it. 

Liu Tong seemed to have read Chen's mind and said, "  for example, our Liu family is almost at the same 

level as the Jiang family, and I am the heir of the family!  

"What?" Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

He had never thought that this pure-hearted young man was actually the heir of a large family. 

To Chen Xiaobei's surprise, almost all of the core disciples under the elders of Putuo city's branch in 

Tianji city had such a family background! He wasn't even the successor, he was the master of the force! 

An elder had eight or nine disciples, a branch had dozens of elders, and a continent had dozens of 

branches! There were hundreds of branches in the four great continents of the earth immortal world! 

In this way, the number of forces in the earth-god Realm that were related to Tianji city was probably no 

less than tens of thousands! 

No wonder Liu Tong was not surprised to see Chen Xiaobei. 

That was because Liu Tong had seen too many people who were way stronger than Chen Xiaobei and 

Bei Xuan faction. Naturally, he would not be surprised. 

Another important reason was that Chen Xiaobei had killed the five Forces 'million-strong Army. 

However, those Five Forces were not considered to be big forces in the earth-god Realm. The real big 

shots would not care about that battle at all. 

Chen Xiaobei knew that Liu Tong meant no harm. He was just telling the truth. 

Besides, Chen Xiaobei's state of mind was so strong that he would not be bothered by what was 

happening in front of him. He would have the best laugh at the end! 

Even though bei Xuan faction was still weak, Chen Xiaobei was confident that one day, he would be able 

to make them stand at the top of the earth-god Realm. Even a powerful force like Tianji city would have 

to bow down to them! 

"From your expression, you should be clear about the situation in the earth-god Realm, right?" 

 don't think that you can't put down your pride just because you're the sect leader, " Liu Tong said.  be 

an honest disciple of the third elder and don't make him angry again!  



 uh ...  Chen Xiaobei said, " "Was he angry when I hung up on him?" 

"Do you still need to say that?" 

"Third elder has an extremely high position in the division," Liu Tong smiled bitterly,"and everyone 

usually worships him like a Bodhisattva! He was going to pick you up personally, but you actually hung 

up on him! Of the 80000 disciples of the division, you're definitely the only one who dares to do this!" 

Chen Xiaobei was having a headache.  "I didn't do it on purpose. I really had an emergency!" 

"You don't need to tell me this. When the time comes, you can explain it to third elder. If possible, I will 

help you put in a few good words." Liu Tong said indifferently. 

 thank you ...  Chen Xiaobei said."When are we leaving?" 

"Now!" "The third elder has already said that if you don't acknowledge him as your master today, he will 

directly expel you from the sect!" Liu Tong said. 

 looks like he's really angry ...  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  "Take it away! Let's hurry! I can't wait to go to the 

earth-god Realm!" 

"Yes." Liu Tong stepped forward and led the way. 

…… 

Through a large portal, Chen Xiaobei and Liu Tong arrived at the earth-god Realm, Nanzhan state, Putuo 

territory! 

"The Putuo territory branch of our Tianji city is right in front of us!" Liu Tong raised his hand and 

pointed. 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 
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In front of him was a cliff that was so deep that the bottom couldn't be seen. It was surrounded by 

clouds. 

Outside the cliff, in the sea of clouds, there was a huge rock that looked like an island in the sea. 

The Putuo City branch of Tianji city was built on that giant rock. 

It was like a sea of clouds and an Immortal Island. On top of the huge rocks, there were green pines, 

cypresses, and pavilions. It was filled with spiritual energy and the scenery was beautiful. 

Occasionally, a couple of white cranes would fly past, which reminded Chen Xiaobei of the Holy Land of 

Daoism in Xianxia novels. 

 this is a floating island. With a peak earth-god level array, no one below heaven immortal would dare to 

cross it!  Liu Tong slightly raised his chin, looking very proud. 
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Chen Xiaobei did not feel anything when he heard that. His own North Mystic formation was a heaven-

grade formation. Compared to it, a peak earth-grade formation was nothing. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not say anything about it. After all, he could not bring the magical formation 

with him. He would have to rely on his own fists to explore the Earth-god Realm! 

Only when one's own strength was strong could one straighten one's back and convince everyone! 

"You have a flying sword, right?" 

Liu Tong took out a flying sword and said,"Follow me, I'll Take You There!" 

"Alright ..." 

Chen Xiaobei did not use the somersault cloud. Instead, he summoned the flying sword and followed Liu 

Tong to the floating island of the Putuo domain branch in Tianji city. 

After entering the faction, Chen Xiaobei was met with yet another shocking scene. 

"The outer perimeter of the sect is where the ordinary disciples live and cultivate." 

Liu Tong introduced,"300000 ordinary disciples. Their cultivation is all at the primordial soul realm and 

above, and they are all very talented!" After all, our heaven's legacy city only accepts the most elite 

geniuses. Only those whose cultivation and potential for growth have met the requirements are 

qualified to enter the city!" 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised to hear that. 

300,000 ordinary disciples were equivalent to 300000 one-star earth-god level cultivators! 

Moreover, they were 300000 one-star earth-level deities with high talent and potential! 

There were many sects in the world, and all of them accepted disciples and strived to burn incense! 

However, this was the first time Chen Xiaobei had seen a faction with such a large number of strong and 

elite disciples! 

One had to know that any sect or force that wanted to stand tall for a long time needed three great 

cornerstones as a guarantee! 

First, the core members of the upper echelons had to be strong enough! 

Second, he had to be able to bring out a powerful earth-god instrument to hold the ground! 

The third was to have enough and strong disciples! 

That was because when the enemies of the sect were stronger than the first two points, they would 

need a powerful magical formation or battle formation to fight against the strong enemy! 

Formations couldn't be carried with them, but disciples could form battle formations and attack 

wherever they were pointed! 

For example, the 300000 people in front of him could form a peak earth-god level battle formation. 



But Chen Xiaobei could not use the beixuan formation to fight them. 

This was the difference between having disciples and not having disciples. 

It was also because of the importance of disciples that the major sects would spend large amounts of 

resources to cultivate them! 

Otherwise, the resources distributed to the disciples would have long been taken by the higher-ups of 

the sect! 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had seen the 300000 one-star earth-god level cultivators, he finally understood 

how terrifying Tianji city was! 

Don't forget, this wasn't the headquarters of Tianji city, it was only a branch of the Nanzhan state's 

Putuo domain! 

To be able to take in so many disciples, and to be able to cultivate so many disciples, just how deep was 

the foundation of Tianji city? 

In comparison, bei Xuan faction was really insignificant! 

"Are you surprised?" 

Liu Tong said while riding his flying sword, " "The core area is up ahead. Only elders and core disciples 

can enter! Ordinary disciples are not allowed to enter, so there aren't that many people!" 

"I think it's better if you introduce me." Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Yes!" Liu Tong nodded and said,"our Putuo territory branch has one branch leader and thirty elders! 

The branch leader had ten disciples! Under the thirty elders, there are seven to nine disciples. In total, 

there are two hundred and forty core disciples!" 

"How's their strength?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"You don't need to think about the chapter leader and the elders. They're all very powerful!" 

"The top three core disciples are all four-star earth-Immortals!" Liu Tong said. In the future, it would be 

between the strength of a three-star earth-god and a two-star earth-god!" 

 there are 300000 ordinary disciples, but less than 300 core disciples!  Chen Xiaobei was a little 

surprised. 

According to this calculation, the probability of breaking through from one-star earth-god to two-star 

earth-god was almost one in a thousand! 

Out of 1000 one-star earth-level deities, only one could break through a major realm! 

Chen Xiaobei had actually obtained the opportunity to break through to the next realm because of his 

injury. Thinking back, he was really lucky! 

Of course, this opportunity was only for those who were prepared! 



In that situation, not a single person out of 10000 people would have the courage to be as persistent as 

Chen Xiaobei! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei's breakthrough was not only due to luck, but also his state of mind! 

Never give up! He would rather die than submit! 

Without this belief, Chen Xiaobei would not have been able to break through! 

"Speaking of which, you being able to become a core disciple can be considered as the branch making an 

exception for your promotion!" 

"There has never been a precedent of a one-star earth-god becoming a core disciple before you!" Liu 

Tong said. Therefore, you have to be grateful to the sect and serve the sect well!" 

"Ah? I'm a one-star earth-god?" Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

"You don't have to be embarrassed to admit it." 

"We all watched the sect's selection battle. Everyone knows that you are at the peak of the primordial 

soul realm," Liu Tong said with a smile. 

"If you say so, then so be it." Chen Xiaobei was not moved at all. In fact, he wanted to laugh. 

"Alright! Quickly calm down! Our master's main hall is right in front!" 

 master and the other seven senior brothers should be here, " said Liu Tong.  after you go in, kowtow 

and apologize to master first. I'll put in a good word for you!  

"Kowtow? Apologize?" Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. It was just a call, did she have to go this far? 

"Of course I have to kowtow!" 

"From today onwards, third elder is your master. Other than owing someone, you have to kowtow three 

times and kowtow nine times to perform the master ceremony!" Liu Tong said seriously. 

"I refuse!" Chen Xiaobei refused without hesitation. 

In Chen Xiaobei's heart, there was only one master, and that was the prime of Tongtian. He would never 

have anyone else as his master! 

Even the prime of Tongtian did not make Chen Xiaobei kneel. Who else had the right to? 

"Stop joking! Let's go in quickly!" Liu Tong did not know what was going on, so he took Chen Xiaobei's 

words as a joke and dragged him into the hall. 

"I'm not joking!" Chen Xiaobei said, " "Even if it's the God of heaven, don't even think about making me 

kneel!" 
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Liu Tong did not take Chen Xiaobei's words seriously and continued to drag Chen Xiaobei forward. 
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Liu Tong thought that Chen Xiaobei would kneel down in front of his Sifu. 

As soon as he entered the hall, he was immediately hit by a solemn aura, as if the surrounding air had 

become heavy. 

He saw a dignified old man with white hair and a white beard sitting in the middle of the hall. 

It was obvious that this man was the third elder of the Putuo domain branch in Tianji city, Xu Zhenyuan! 

Beside Xu Zhenyuan stood a young man with bright eyes and a powerful aura. He must be Xu 

Zhenyuan's first disciple, Baili tiantu! 

There were six other people standing on both sides of the hall. They were Xu Zhenyuan's six other 

disciples. 

All of a sudden, all eight people's eyes fell on Chen Xiaobei. They were angry, angry, and very unhappy 

with Chen Xiaobei! 

Obviously, Xu Zhenyuan was very angry that Chen Xiaobei had hung up on him. This was absolutely 

unprecedented for Xu Zhenyuan. 

Xu Zhenyuan's disciples also knew about it. 

They were all very unhappy with Chen Xiaobei for being so arrogant. They wanted to teach him a lesson 

so that he would remember the consequences of offending their Sifu! 

"Greetings, master! I have accomplished my mission and brought ninth Junior Brother back!" 

Of course, among the disciples, Liu Tong was the kindest one. He took the initiative to kneel and pay his 

respects, trying to break the tense atmosphere. 

"Yes." Xu Zhenyuan nodded and asked coldly, " "Have you told him the etiquette of acknowledging a 

master?" 

"I've already told ninth Junior Brother!" 

Liu Tong nodded and tugged at Chen Xiaobei's sleeve.  "Ninth Junior Brother, quickly kneel down! 

Apologize to master first, then kowtow three times and kowtow nine times ..." 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not seem to hear her. He stood there with his back straight. 

"How audacious!" 

Baili tiantu stepped forward and shouted, " "Kid, you're here today to acknowledge me as your master! 

Master, why don't you kneel?" 

Everyone's eyes were like daggers, piercing Chen Xiaobei. They were ready to teach Chen Xiaobei a 

lesson! 

However, even in such a situation, Chen Xiaobei's expression did not change. He was not afraid at all. He 

said calmly, " "Third elder, I have something to tell you in private!" 

"You little brat!" 



"Master!" Baili tiantu cursed directly. You didn't kneel down first, and you even dared to make such a 

request! I think you don't know the rules at all! He needs to be taught a lesson!" 

"I'm talking to your master. Who are you to interrupt?" Chen Xiaobei's dark eyes suddenly burst with a 

terrifying pressure! 

"Hiss ..." 

Baili tiantu took a deep breath. His pupils shrank and he broke out in a cold sweat! 

From Chen Xiaobei's eyes, Baili tiantu could see a terrifying existence. It was as if Chen Xiaobei only 

needed to think about it and he would bring about a brutal and inhumane disaster! 

Baili tiantu's state of mind was instantly shaken. He subconsciously took a few steps back and almost fell 

on Xu Zhenyuan's body! 

"Go away!" 

Xu Zhenyuan pushed away Baili tiantu, who was still in shock, and stood up. He shouted angrily, " "Chen 

Zhufeng! You're simply too arrogant! Impolite! He had no respect for his elders! He was reckless! Do you 

think I don't exist?" 

As he spoke, an even more terrifying aura erupted from Xu Zhenyuan's body. 

As if a flood had broken through a dam and a beast had come out of its cage, a terrifying pressure 

crushed down, causing everyone present to be frightened and cold sweat to rain! 

"Plop! Plop! Plop ..." 

All the disciples knelt down, led by Baili tiantu! 

His head was stuck to the ground, and he didn't dare to raise his head! Their bodies were trembling like 

frightened chicks! 

It was obvious that Xu Zhenyuan wasn't an incompetent person since he was able to become an elder of 

Tianji city's branch. When he released his pressure, there was practically no young man who could 

withstand it! 

Because of that, Liu Tong was confident that as long as he could drag Chen Xiaobei into the hall, he 

would be able to get Chen Xiaobei to kneel down! 

However! 

Chen Xiaobei was the only one in the entire Hall who did not kneel! 

Not only did he not kneel, but Chen Xiaobei was also able to stand where he was as if he was not 

affected by Xu Zhenyuan's aura! 

 how ... How is this possible?!  

Even Xu Zhenyuan himself could not believe what he saw. 

Chen Xiaobei was the first young man who dared to hang up on Xu Zhenyuan. 



This surprised Xu Zhenyuan. 

Who knew! Chen Xiaobei was the first young man who was not afraid of Xu Zhenyuan's presence! 

This shocked Xu Zhenyuan even more. He could not believe it. 

"Third elder, you basically know nothing about me!" 

 just trust me this once. Let's talk in private. It's good for both of us, " Chen Xiaobei said. 

Xu Zhenyuan was stunned. He felt defeated that he could not intimidate Chen Xiaobei. At the same 

time, he felt that Chen Xiaobei was not as simple as he looked. He needed to get to know him better! 

"Good! Come with me!" Xu Zhenyuan nodded and walked toward the side hall. 

Chen Xiaobei followed her without fear. 

After the two of them left, a series of gasps sounded in the hall. 

 Chen Zhufeng's state of mind is too terrifying ...  

Liu tongkuang swallowed his saliva and couldn't believe his eyes."Not only can he release his pressure to 

intimidate eldest senior brother, but he can also withstand master's pressure! It's simply unbelievable!" 

A disciple beside him was also still in shock. He said, "  maybe Chen Zhufeng's mental state is even 

stronger than our master's!  

"Yeah!" 

 " that's right!  another disciple chimed in.  other than the branch leader, no one in our division can 

compare to Chen Zhufeng's state of mind!  

"All of you shut up! Haven't you embarrassed yourself enough?" 

At this moment, Baili tiantu shouted angrily, " "No one is allowed to spread what happened today. 

Otherwise, don't blame me for being impolite!" 

Obviously, Baili tiantu had been intimidated by Chen Xiaobei's look. If this were to spread out, he would 

not have the face to stay in the sect anymore. 

"You little brat! Today's humiliation! I'll pay you back a hundredfold!" Baili tiantu gritted his teeth and 

said,'what's the use of having a strong mental state? The fist is the absolute principle!" 

………… 

In the side hall. 

Xu Zhenyuan brought Chen Xiaobei to an isolated room. 

Xu Zhenyuan sat on the chair and said indifferently, " "What do you want to say? say it here!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and sat down on the chair beside Xu Zhenyuan. 

"You're simply too arrogant!" Xu Zhenyuan's eyes widened in anger."Stand up and speak. Otherwise, 

don't blame this Lord for being impolite!" 



"Don't be so excited!" Chen Xiaobei grinned and said, " "From today onwards, I'll be on equal footing 

with you!" 
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Chapter 2455: Great Gift 

"You little brat! You are simply lawless! You actually want to be on the same level as me! You're slapping 

this Lord's face!" 

Xu Zhenyuan's eyes were burning with rage."If I don't teach you a good lesson today, where will I put my 

old face! How are you going to discipline your disciples in the future?" 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, " "Third elder! You're already so old, how can you still be so 

impatient?" 

"You little brat! You're actually lecturing this Lord! Do you really think I'm a vegetarian?" Xu Zhenyuan 

was so angry that his ethereal force exploded. He was really going to teach Chen Xiaobei a lesson. 

"Pa!" 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei threw an ancient book on the table. 

"Eh? What's the meaning of this?" 

Xu Zhenyuan was taken aback. He could sense a profound aura from the ancient scroll. It was obviously 

not an ordinary item. It was an antique that had been passed down through the ages! 

"I'll give it to you!" Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said nonchalantly. 

"For me?" 

"Don't think that such a small favor can dispel my anger!" Xu Zhenyuan's eyebrows furrowed. I'm going 

to ruthlessly teach you a lesson today!" 

"Take a closer look first!"  this is not a small favor!  Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  this is a big favor!  

"Heavenly? A gift?" 

Hearing that, Xu Zhenyuan's eyes widened in anger and he cursed, " "Who Do You Think You Are? I, Xu 

Zhenyuan, have been in the Putuo territory for many years and have seen all kinds of things. Do you 

think you're worthy of showing me mercy?" 

"If you don't want to look, I'll keep it!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and sighed.   sigh, I wasted a seven-star earth-god level cultivation technique. It's 

such a pity that I met someone who doesn't know what's good for me!  

"What did you just say? This ... How many stars is this cultivation technique?" Xu Zhenyuan could not 

believe his ears. 

"Seven-star earth-god level! An ancient martial arts cultivation method!"  I dare say that you won't be 

able to find a similar one in the market. As long as you cultivate it thoroughly, you will be invincible in 

the same small state!  Chen Xiaobei said. 
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"Really? You're not playing with this Lord right?" Xu Zhenyuan could not believe his eyes. 

"The book is right in front of you. Can't you read it?" Chen Xiaobei leaned back in his chair, his smile 

frivolous and relaxed. 

 alright ... I'll take a look first ...  Xu Zhenyuan retracted his true essence and picked up the ancient book. 

Xu Zhenyuan was dumbfounded and overjoyed after a quick glance. 

"Heavens! This was really a seven-star earth-god level cultivation technique! Furthermore, it was indeed 

a unique existence! If there's no similar move in the market, no one will know how to break it!" 

 the point is that this is indeed a special ancient martial arts technique. It has the charm of the ancient 

true immortals and is extremely mysterious. Once you master it, you can really crush your opponents of 

the same level!  

"Unbelievable! It was truly unbelievable! I didn't think that I would be able to see such a rare and 

precious cultivation technique in my lifetime!" 

Xu Zhenyuan's face turned red with excitement. His hands trembled as he held the ancient book tightly. 

This was one of the five cultivation techniques that Chen Xiaobei had found from the five powerful 

elders during the battle with Shen gongpao. 

These five cultivation techniques were all created by ancient Immortals, and in essence, they were one 

level higher than the cultivation techniques of the human world. 

Shen Gongbao could use these five cultivation methods to bribe the five Forces and even make them 

willing to sell their lives. 

It was conceivable that even the major forces in the earth-god Realm could not resist the temptation of 

a cultivation method of this level and quality. 

Although Xu Zhenyuan was a seven-star earth-god, he was still far from being invincible among his 

peers. 

That was why the cultivation technique was extremely attractive to Xu Zhenyuan. 

In this world where the strong were respected, the attraction of powerful cultivation techniques was 

even greater than women and money. 

"How is it?" 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and asked, " "Are you satisfied with my gift?" 

"You ... You're really giving it to me?" Xu Zhenyuan could not believe his ears. How could Chen Xiaobei 

just give away such a rare and precious cultivation method? 

Of course, Xu Zhenyuan wanted this cultivation technique from the bottom of his soul. 

When Chen Xiaobei mentioned the word 'bestowment' again, Xu Zhenyuan did not refute him at all. 

"Naturally, I won't give it to you for free!" 



"From now on, I will not kneel when I see you, and I will not call you Sifu!" Hmm ... I'll call you old Xu!" 

 this ...  Xu Zhenyuan's face was filled with shock. 

As the third elder of the Putuo City branch in Tianji city, he was treated with respect wherever he went. 

Even the chapter leader had to address him as third elder politely when he saw him. 

But this Chen Xiaobei was going to call him old Xu! This was too disrespectful! 

"It's very simple ... You don't have to call me master ..." 

"However, can you change the way you address me?" Xu Zhenyuan asked. After all, I'm already so old, 

it's really embarrassing to be called elder Xu by a junior ..." 

It was obvious that Xu Zhenyuan was going all out to get his hands on that cultivation technique. 

He wanted to take Chen Xiaobei as his disciple but he agreed to let Chen Xiaobei not kneel and not call 

him master. 

However, Xu Zhenyuan found it hard to accept the title of old Xu. 

Chen Xiaobei thought for a moment and said, " how about this? I'll call you 'old man' in front of 

everyone! I'll just call you old Xu when we're in the back!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not come to Tianji city to find a master, but to help Lord scorching Heat's master 

investigate the secret of the divine time sand. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei was just a spy. 

However, on the surface, Chen Xiaobei had to act as Xu Zhenyuan's disciple and call him old Xu every 

time he spoke. This would definitely arouse suspicion. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei took a step back and addressed Xu Zhenyuan as 'old man' in front of 

everyone. 

"Alright, alright, alright! It's decided!" 

Xu Zhenyuan nodded his head like a chicken pecking at rice. He held the cultivation technique in his 

hands as if he had obtained a treasure. It was more precious than his precious treasure! 

However, Xu Zhenyuan would never have thought that this skill book was actually trash that Chen 

Xiaobei did not even care about. 

Chen Xiaobei's Secret Arts and skills were all divine-tier, and seven-star earth-god level was nothing to 

him. 

Xu Zhenyuan had treated the gift of trash as a great gift. It was a great deal. 

From now on, Chen Xiaobei would not need to kneel or acknowledge Xu Zhenyuan as his master. He 

could build a good relationship with Xu Zhenyuan and even make it easier for him to investigate later! 

The master of Lord scorching heat wanted to know the secret of the divine sand of time, but Chen 

Xiaobei wanted to know even more! 



After all, the divine time sand had only been sucked into the rift of the void. If Chen Xiaobei wanted to 

control it, he would have to put in a lot of effort! 

"Let's go!" 

"I ... I mean, I'll bring you to the entrance!" Xu Zhenyuan said excitedly. 

"There are benefits for joining?" Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up with anticipation. 
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"Alright, alright, alright! It's decided!" 

Without hesitation, Xu Zhenyuan nodded his head like a chicken pecking at rice. He held the cultivation 

technique in both hands as if he had obtained a precious treasure. 

Obviously, Xu Zhenyuan couldn't resist the temptation of this cultivation technique. 

Even if Chen Xiaobei did not give in, Xu Zhenyuan would have agreed to it. 

However, Xu Zhenyuan would never have thought that this skill book was actually trash that Chen 

Xiaobei did not even care about. 

Chen Xiaobei's Secret Arts and skills were all divine-tier, and seven-star earth-god level was nothing to 

him. 

Xu Zhenyuan had treated the gift of trash as a great gift. It was a great deal. 

From now on, Chen Xiaobei would not have to kneel or acknowledge Xu Zhenyuan as his master. He 

could build a good relationship with Xu Zhenyuan and even make it easier for him to carry out his 

investigation in the future! 

Lord scorching Heat's master wanted to know the secret of the divine time sand, but Chen Xiaobei 

wanted to know even more! 

After all, the divine time sand had only been sucked into the rift of the void. If Chen Xiaobei wanted to 

control it, he would have to put in a lot of effort! 

Later on, Chen Xiaobei would work with Lord Chi Ling to find more clues from Tianji city's information 

vault and find out the ultimate secret! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei could also investigate the location of the Imperial Sun Crystal and the 

Holy eternal water! 

These two divine items were also necessary materials to upgrade the sunlight cache. The faster he found 

them, the more help he would be able to get! 

"This is great! All the misunderstandings have been cleared!" 

Xu Zhenyuan put away the cultivation technique carefully and smiled.  "Let's go, master ... No, I'll get 

someone to bring you to the star picking Pavilion to receive the benefits of joining the sect!" 
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"There are benefits for joining?" Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up. 

"Of course!" 

"But I don't think you'll be interested in it at all!" Xu Zhenyuan nodded. 

"Let's go take a look. What if I'm interested?" Chen Xiaobei shrugged. 

Chen Xiaobei was now a disciple of Tianji city, but he still had to put on a show to avoid suspicion and 

affect the follow-up operation. 

"Let's go!" Xu Zhenyuan was in a good mood and his face was full of smiles. 

…… 

The main hall. 

The eight disciples were still frozen in place. They did not dare to leave without their master's order. 

"Do you think Chen Zhufeng is crippled?" 

A tall disciple squinted his eyes and laughed hideously.  in my opinion, as long as that kid still dares to be 

arrogant and frivolous, master will definitely teach him a lesson. He'll beat him until his own mother 

can't recognize him!  

"Is there a need to say that?" 

Another disciple raised his chin and said proudly, " "Our master's status is extremely high. Other than 

the branch leader, no one dares to be arrogant and overbearing in front of our master. If that kid 

doesn't kneel and apologize, he'll definitely be crippled! There's no suspense!" 

"Hmph! It would be best if shizun could expel him from the sect!" 

Baili tiantu snorted coldly and said ruthlessly, "  then I can kill him directly and return all the humiliation I 

just suffered!  

"Who do you want to kill?" Chen Xiaobei strolled into the main hall with a cynical smile on his face. He 

looked at Baili tiantu as if he was a clown. 

 you ... You're actually fine!?  Baili tiantu's face was filled with shock. 

The surrounding disciples were also dumbfounded. They could not believe their eyes. 

Only Liu Tong let out a sigh of relief. He was glad that Chen Xiaobei was not crippled. 

"What's the meaning of this? Why is Zhufeng in trouble?" 

At the same time, Xu Zhenyuan was standing beside Chen Xiaobei. He looked at the people in the hall 

and said, "  I had a great conversation with Zhufeng just now. I discovered many of his good points, and I 

really appreciate him!  

 how ... How is this possible?!  The surrounding people were even more confused. 



Just a moment ago, Xu Zhenyuan looked like he was going to eat Chen Xiaobei alive! Why was it that Xu 

Zhenyuan's attitude towards Chen Xiaobei had completely changed? 

"Don't just stand there! All of you listen well!" 

"Zhufeng, you're one of us from now on!" Xu Zhenyuan said seriously. All of you must take good care of 

Zhufeng! If I find out who's bad to Zhufeng, don't blame me for being rude! Do you understand?" 

 I ... I understand ...  the surrounding people stared at each other and nodded in embarrassment. 

"If you understand, then step down!" Xu Zhenyuan waved his hand impatiently. 

"As you command! The disciples will take their leave!" 

The other disciples knelt down and kowtowed three times to Xu Zhenyuan. Then, they stood up and 

prepared to leave. 

"What?" 

At this moment, Baili tiantu's eyes suddenly narrowed, and he said unhappily, " "Chen Zhufeng! Why 

don't you kneel down! You actually dare to stand beside shizun, do you want us to kneel down and 

worship you?" 

As soon as he said that, the disciples around him were a little angry. 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei refuse to kneel down, he even dared to stand side by side with Xu Zhenyuan! 

As they knelt down to worship Xu Zhenyuan, they also turned to look at Chen Xiaobei! 

After all, everyone here was his senior brother, and Chen Xiaobei was only his Junior Brother! 

A Junior Brother receiving kowtows from his senior brothers was an unprecedented situation. Naturally, 

everyone was extremely furious! 

"Right, I almost forgot! I have one more thing to announce!" 

"From today onwards, Zhufeng doesn't have to kneel before me!" Xu Zhenyuan said solemnly. There's 

an extra chair in the main hall for Zhufeng to sit on!" 

 what??? " 

The crowd was dumbfounded! 

Not only did Xu Zhenyuan exempt Chen Xiaobei from kneeling, but he even gave him a permanent chair. 

He wanted to be on the same level as Chen Xiaobei! 

Everyone couldn't believe their ears. Their world view shattered and they even started to doubt their 

lives! 

Baili tiantu's face was twisted as if he had just eaten a pile of hot sh * t. He was so depressed that his 

heart and liver were penetrated! 

Baili tiantu was Xu Zhenyuan's first disciple, but he had never received the same treatment as Chen 

Xiaobei! 



It was infuriating to compare people! 

Baili tiantu was so angry that he wanted to vomit blood. At the same time, he was so envious of Chen 

Xiaobei that he wanted to kill Chen Xiaobei right now! 

"Alright! All of you may leave!" 

"Liu Tong, you stay!" Xu Zhenyuan waved his hand. Bring Zhufeng to the star picking Pavilion to receive 

the benefits!" 

"This disciple will obey!" Liu Tong nodded. 

When he looked at Chen Xiaobei again, his eyes were filled with shock. His back was covered in cold 

sweat, and he was swallowing his saliva. 

Liu Tong was not surprised at all when he first met Chen. 

But now, Liu Tong was truly shocked by Chen Xiaobei. 

To be on the same level as his own master, this was simply an unparalleled arrogance! 

"Senior brother Liu! Don't just stand there, let's go!" 

"I'm still waiting to receive my benefits!" Chen Xiaobei grinned. 
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"Let's go, I'll Take You There!" 

It took Liu Tong a while to calm himself down. He then brought Chen Xiaobei to the Zhai Xing Pavilion, 

which was located at the core of the sect. 

It was a nine-story Pavilion that was built on the highest point of the sky-floating island. It was built 

entirely with white rocks. From afar, it looked like a White Castle standing on a Lone Peak. It was 

majestic and solemn. 

"What kind of place is the Zhai Xing Pavilion?  he looks special ...  Chen Xiaobei frowned and asked. 

"This is the place where our branch disciples receive their benefits and rewards!" 

"New disciples can receive 100 upper spiritual stones and a two-star earth-god level cultivation 

technique from the Zhai Xing Pavilion!" Liu Tong said. This is the best benefit in the Putuo territory, and 

other sects can forget about it!" 

"Tianji city is indeed powerful!" Chen Xiaobei exclaimed. 

Just from this, one could see the terrifying Foundation of the heaven's legacy city! If it was bei Xuan 

faction, they would not be able to do it! 

 after joining the sect, you can also receive 100 upper spiritual stones every month to use for cultivation 

or to buy things you need!  
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Liu Tong continued,"furthermore, you can accumulate contribution points by completing sect missions. 

When you reach a certain amount, you can exchange them for high-level cultivation techniques, 

weapons, pills ..." 

"Understood!" 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  the Zhai Xing Pavilion is actually a reward distribution center. I've just 

joined the sect, so I can receive the newbie gift pack!  

"A newbie gift?" Liu Tong was stunned.  that's a very novel way of putting it. But it's true. It's the newbie 

gift bag!  

"Then let's go! Let's go in!" Chen Xiaobei did not care about the grand prize, but he was very curious 

about it. 

"Don't rush!" 

Liu Tong walked to the entrance of the star picking Pavilion, cupped his hands, and bowed. After bowing 

three times, he said respectfully,"Disciple Liu Tong has brought a new junior Brother to receive the 

benefits. Elder Ming, please allow me to do so!" 

"Who's elder Ming?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Don't ask so many questions, hurry up and bow!" Liu Tong bent over and didn't dare to raise his head. 

He was obviously in awe of elder Ming. 

"I refuse!" Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "I don't want that grand prize. Let's go!" 

 are you kidding me??? " 

Liu Tong's face was filled with shock and he was sweating,  we're already at the door. Elder Ming will be 

angry if you say such things!  

Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  I don't owe him anything. Why should I be angry over such a small thing? " I'm 

afraid he's already been angered to death!" 

Liu Tong looked into the Star picking Pavilion nervously, but there was no movement. He turned his 

head and said,"You really don't want the newcomer's benefit?" 

"No, it's no big deal." Chen Xiaobei said nonchalantly. 

With 550 million upper spiritual stones in his hands, why would Chen Xiaobei care about a mere 100? 

If Chen Xiaobei could give away a seven-star earth-god level cultivation technique, why would he care 

about a two-star earth-god level cultivation technique? 

They wanted Chen Xiaobei to bow to them after receiving such a small token? It didn't exist! It would be 

impossible in this lifetime! 

 since you don't want it, let's go ... I hope elder Ming didn't hear what I said just now ...  

Liu Tong gulped, straightened his back, and prepared to leave with Chen. 



"Ah?" 

However, when he turned around, not only Liu Tong, but Chen Xiaobei was also shocked. 

An old man with messy hair and a shabby Taoist robe suddenly appeared in front of them. 

Although this old man had a sloppy appearance, he exuded an aura of calmness from head to toe. His 

eyes, in particular, were as deep as the starry sky, exuding a light of wisdom. 

 elder ... Elder Ming ...  Liu Tong trembled in fear. He immediately cupped his hands and bowed. 

Chen Xiaobei was unfazed and stood where he was. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei's face did not change, but he was very surprised! 

This old man's cultivation was really high! The old man's aura made Chen Xiaobei feel that his cultivation 

level was even higher than Xu Zhenyuan's! And it was much higher! 

Unfortunately, the netherspirit battlescouter could only detect cultivation levels below that of a seven-

star earth-god, so Chen Xiaobei could not be sure. He could only guess based on his feelings. 

"Kid, what's your name?" Elder Ming looked at Chen Xiaobei and asked. 

"I'm Chen Zhufeng." Chen Xiaobei was calm and collected. He would not be afraid of his opponent's 

strength! 

This was the confidence that Chen Xiaobei had gained from his strong state of mind! 

Even if the Emperor was standing right in front of him, Chen Xiaobei would be able to deal with him! 

"I've guarded the star-picking Pavilion for seven hundred years, and I've never seen a frivolous 

newcomer like you!" Elder Ming narrowed his eyes. 

"Isn't it normal to be young and frivolous?" Chen Xiaobei shrugged and asked. 

"There's a price to pay for being frivolous!" Elder Ming's eyes narrowed, and his tone was very serious. 

He was definitely not joking. 

On the side, Liu Tong was so scared that his back was cold and cold sweat was pouring down. 

Chen Xiaobei asked, " "So, what price do I have to pay?" 

"Don't worry, this old man disdains to make a move on you!" 

"You're giving up the newbie benefit," elder Ming said indifferently,"it's the same as giving up a precious 

cultivation technique! Do you know how many people dream of the cultivation techniques of my Tianji 

city?" 

"Two-star earth-god level? Can it be considered a treasure?" Chen Xiaobei laughed.  I'm not trying to be 

pretentious. But in my eyes, all cultivation techniques below the divine fairy tier are trash!  

"You little brat! You're simply too arrogant!" 



"You're so young, and your hair hasn't even grown out yet. All you know is to brag!" Elder Ming's eyes 

narrowed and he said angrily. In my opinion, you can't even learn a two-star earth-god level cultivation 

technique, and you still dare to say that it's a heaven-god level? He really doesn't know his place!" 

"Ha." Chen Xiaobei laughed.  two-star earth-god level cultivation technique. Take out any one of them. If 

you can't master it in half an hour, I'll admit defeat!  

"What? To learn a two-star earth-god level cultivation technique in half an hour? Why don't you just say 

that you learned a divine immortal level cultivation technique in half an hour? If you want to brag, you 

should at least use your brain! Brainless bragging! He's so stupid!" 

Not only elder Ming, but even Liu Tong's brows furrowed. They wouldn't believe a word! 

"Won't we know if I'm acting cool after we try?" Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

"Try it?" Elder Ming was taken aback,"you're too thick-skinned!" I'd like to see how you're going to 

learn!" 

Then, elder Ming took out a two-star earth-god level cultivation technique and threw it to Chen Xiaobei. 

"I have a small request!" 

 if I can master this technique in half an hour, you don't have to apologize to me. I'll be able to come and 

go as I please in the future!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"No problem!" 

"But if you can't learn it, I'll send you to the torture chamber and give you thirty lashes!" Elder Ming's 

eyes narrowed. I'll let you remember to keep a low profile! Don't be pretentious!" 

"I'm a young man!" Chen Xiaobei laughed. It was impossible to keep a low profile! It's impossible in this 

lifetime!" 
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"He's too pretentious! This old man has never seen such a pretentious person!" 

Elder Ming was so angry that he wanted to slap Chen Xiaobei to death. 

On the side, Liu Tong's face had long turned pale from fear. His heart was beating wildly as he sighed 

inwardly.  this kid still dares to be so arrogant in front of elder Ming. He definitely won't be able to get 

through this. Even I don't dare to plead on his behalf ...  

But Chen Xiaobei did not want to argue. He picked up the book and started reading as if there was no 

one around. 

Half an hour was not considered long. 

"Done!" 

Chen Xiaobei closed the book and said, " "Elder Ming, I've already learned this technique. You've lost our 

bet!" 
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"What?" 

"Do you think I'm a three-year-old child?" elder Ming glared at him. You think you can learn it just 

because you say so? Why should I believe it!" 

Liu Tong also nodded secretly. Everyone knew how to talk big, but it was not credible. 

"Heh, all talk and no action! I wouldn't have lived to this day if I had only relied on my mouth!" 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and turned his wrist. His five fingers moved in unison, and at a dazzling speed, he 

formed 81 hand seals in succession. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei activated his ethereal force and conjured an ice Dharma in his hand. 

As the 81 hand seals changed, the ice Dharma also changed into 81 different forms. 

"This ... This is the freezing sky palm technique! Among the two-star earth-god level, it's one of the more 

difficult ancient techniques to learn!" 

Liu Tong was instantly dumbfounded and exclaimed, "  two years ago, senior brother Baili exchanged for 

a freezing sky palm technique, but he hasn't learned it yet!  

 how ... How is this possible?!  Old Bai was also dumbfounded. 

Initially, elder Bai wanted to make things difficult for Chen Xiaobei. He purposely chose a difficult skill 

book so that Chen Xiaobei would not be able to understand the first few pages. 

Who would have thought that Chen Xiaobei would be able to use all 81 palm prints of freezing sky palm 

technique after half an hour? 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei had already read the entire book. 

This speed was simply unbelievable! 

Baili tiantu was Xu Zhenyuan's chief disciple and he could not even master freezing sky palm in two 

years, but Chen Xiaobei managed to master it in half an hour. 

If Baili tiantu knew about this, his expression would definitely be extremely interesting! 

"Elder Ming, Do You Believe Me Now?" "I'm not lying, am I?" Chen Xiaobei smiled. Are you trying to act 

cool?" 

Elder Ming's expression darkened. He said awkwardly, "  I was wrong. You're not bragging or acting cool. 

You're really talented and your learning ability is shocking!  

Liu Tong was stunned again. 

In his memory, elder Ming was a very wise and strict old man. It was unprecedented for him to praise a 

junior like this! 

"If that's the case, then I've won our bet!" Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

"Don't worry! My words have always carried enormous weight!" "From today on, you are free to enter 

the Zhai Xing Pavilion. Also, you don't have to bow to me!" Elder Ming said. 



As soon as he said this, Liu Tong was even more shocked. His three views were refreshed a hundred 

times in an instant. 

Liu Tong had just witnessed Xu Zhenyuan and Chen Xiaobei's status as equals, and now he was seeing 

another faction elder announce that Chen Xiaobei did not need to bow to him! 

If this went on, Chen Xiaobei would be able to do whatever he wanted in the branch! 

"Elder Ming is indeed a respected senior. You keep your word!" 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and complimented elder Ming. 

Firstly, this old man did have some bearing and did not bully others. 

Secondly, dog food did not work on him, and Chen Xiaobei wanted to build a good relationship with him. 

It was better to have more friends than enemies! 

As expected, Chen Xiaobei's compliment made elder Ming's face relax. 

"This old man was wrong just now! You do have the right to be frivolous!" 

Elder Ming took out a hundred upper spiritual stones and a book.  "I'll give you the newbie benefits as 

usual! Furthermore, I'll make an exception and give you a three-star earth-god level cultivation 

technique!" 

 three ... Three-star!?  When Liu Tong heard this, he was filled with envy. 

Just a moment ago, Liu Tong thought that Chen Xiaobei would not be able to get past this and would be 

severely punished! 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei pass the test easily, but he had also received elder Ming's approval and 

special treatment! 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  I'll take the spiritual stones, but I don't need the cultivation technique. A three-

star earth-god is too low. It's useless for me to learn it!  

 this ...  Liu Tong wanted to hit him. 

If other disciples wanted to obtain a three-star earth-god level cultivation technique, they would have to 

complete a large number of sect missions, go through a lot of hardships, and even face many dangers. 

And yet, Chen Xiaobei was saying that three stars was too low! 

If word of this got out, Chen Xiaobei would become the number one enemy of the entire sect! 

Hearing this, elder Ming wasn't angry. Instead, he raised the stakes and said, " "Three-star is low? Then 

I'll give you a five-star One!" 

"What?" Liu Tong felt that he must be hearing things. How could this be true? 

"Five-star is too low." Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  elder Ming, you don't have to worry about me. I 

don't lack cultivation techniques!  I don't care about anyone below the heavenly immortal stage!" 

 this ...  Liu Tong was dead. He felt like he and Chen Xiaobei were from two different worlds. 



"I really do have a heaven immortal level cultivation technique!" 

"But I'd like to see if you're qualified to learn it first!" Elder Ming said, narrowing his eyes. 

"What do I have to do to be qualified?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

To be honest, to Chen Xiaobei, heavenly immortal tier was not that high of a level. 

But now that he was in the human world, a heaven immortal level technique was still very useful. After 

learning it, he could at least be invincible among those of the same level. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei was very interested in elder Ming's divine-level cultivation technique. 

"I'm going to observe you for a while!" "I value character more than talent," elder Ming said. If your 

character is bad, no matter how talented you are, you're not qualified to learn my cultivation 

technique!" 

"Alright, then you can slowly observe!"  I'm leaving!  Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  if there's nothing else, I'll 

take my leave!  

After that, Chen Xiaobei and Liu Tong left the Zhai Xing Pavilion. Chen Xiaobei did not even bother to 

look at the manual in elder Ming's hand. 

…… 

"Ninth Junior Brother! You're simply too, too awesome!"  what happened? " Liu Tong was still in shock.  

I felt like I was dreaming!  

"It's just so-so. To me, this is just a basic operation!" Chen Xiaobei shrugged. 

Ding Ling Ling Ling 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei's phone rang. It was a call from Tian Peng. 
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"Senior brother Liu, I have some personal matters to attend to." 

Chen Xiaobei took out his phone and said calmly. 

Liu Tong was not stupid. He nodded and said,"Then I'll be leaving first. When you come back, go to the 

west side of the main hall. The ninth courtyard is where you'll live! Don't go to the wrong door! 

Otherwise, the other senior brothers will be angry!" 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei had offended all seven of his disciples, including Baili tiantu. If he had entered the 

wrong room, it would have caused a conflict. 

"Thank you for the reminder!" Chen Xiaobei nodded and smiled. He had a good impression of Liu Tong. 

After Liu Tong left, Chen Xiaobei picked up the call. 

"Xiaobei! Have you reached the earth-god Realm yet?" Tian Peng's excited voice could be heard from 

the other end of the phone. 
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"I'm here!"  Oh? " Chen Xiaobei nodded and asked, " what happened? " Is there a big change in Deng Jie 

Yu's side?" 

"No, it's not Deng Jie Yu!" "I found a clue about Hua Tuo!" Tian Peng said hurriedly. 

 Hua Tuo!?  

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up."This is great! What clue? Hurry up and tell me! I'll go find him immediately!" 

After all, Liu xuanxin's sadness had not fully recovered yet! 

Finding Hua Tuo and changing the Phoenix Heart for Liu xuanxin was the first step to curing Liu xuanxin! 

As long as he could solve the problem of the heart transplant, Chen Xiaobei would have a way to restore 

Liu xuanxin's beauty! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei was so desperate to find Hua Tuo. He had to find Hua Tuo at all costs! 

"Don't worry! I've only heard rumors!" 

 I heard that the CAO family recently hired a top Chinese medicine doctor. This person's medical skills 

are extremely high. He's already very famous in the CAO family's territory!  Tian Peng said. 

Chen Xiaobei did not hesitate to ask, " "Which Cao family are you talking about? Where was he? I'll 

immediately rush over to investigate!" 

"There is only one Cao family in the Putuo territory! It's in the South of the Putuo territory, the place 

closest to the sea of stars!" "But I have to remind you that the CAO family is your enemy. You have to be 

careful when you act!" 

"You have a grudge against me?"  what? " Chen Xiaobei was stunned.  what grudge? " 

"You've forgotten?" "You killed a man named Cao Changfeng during the sect selection in Tianji city!" 

Tian Peng reminded him. 

"So it's like this!" Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

In fact, Xuanyuan guanghong had already warned Chen Xiaobei that the CAO family, giant soldier 

Mountain, and the Wu family all had deep roots in the earth-god Realm. 

Cao Changfeng, gooddenton, and Wu qiman had all died in the sect selection battle of Tianji city. 

The live stream of the selection battle had been cut off, and Chen Xiaobei was the only one who 

survived. 

Therefore, the three forces had determined that Chen Xiaobei was the murderer. They had made a huge 

enemy of Chen Xiaobei and would definitely seek revenge. 

In fact, Wu qiman was stabbed to death by Lu Qingshu, but because the live broadcast was interrupted, 

the Wu family thought that it was Chen Xiaobei who did not save her at the last moment, which caused 

Wu qiman's death. 



As for Cao Changfeng and gooddenton, they were killed by dugu zang Xian, but the live broadcast was 

cut off, so no one knew about it. 

Their deaths had nothing to do with Chen Xiaobei. 

However, dugu zang Xian had only killed him to save Chen Xiaobei! Of course, Chen Xiaobei would not 

put the blame on dugu zang Xian! 

No matter who wanted revenge, Chen Xiaobei would shoulder it all! 

This was the responsibility a man should have! 

"Do you want me to go over and help you?" Tian Peng asked. 

"No need."  I've upgraded No. 9 Luban! I might even be stronger than you!  Chen Xiaobei said with a 

smile. 

"So awesome?" Although Tian Peng was surprised, he had full confidence in Chen Xiaobei.  "Since you 

are so confident, then I will not care about you. I will continue to keep an eye on Deng Jie Yu!" 

"You're this diligent?" Chen Xiaobei was surprised. 

"Of course!" "I found that there are a lot of pretty girls in the Oceanus sect. I stare at them from 

morning to night every day and I'm not tired at all!" Tian Peng grinned. 

 pfft ...  Chen Xiaobei was speechless."I knew it. Nothing good will come out of you becoming diligent, 

you lazy pig!" 

"You can't say that!" "I'm watching Deng Jie Yu while looking at the little sister. How is this not a good 

thing?" Tian Peng protested. 

"I'm just afraid that you're lecherous and will make a mess ..." 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, " "Forget it, you can do whatever you want. You've already 

made a great contribution by finding out the whereabouts of Hua Tuo! For me, nothing is more 

important than finding Hua Tuo!" 

"Then you should go!" Tian Peng said,"I hope that the great doctor of the CAO family is really Hua Tuo!" 

If miss Liu is replaced by the Phoenix, she will surely welcome a real great opportunity. Perhaps, she will 

become stronger than us!" 

"Hearing you say that, I have to hurry up! I'll hang up first, contact me when I'm free!" Chen Xiaobei 

hung up the phone, summoned his flying sword and left the faction. 

…… 

They flew away from the sky-floating island. 

Chen Xiaobei returned to the cliff where he came from. 

There was a teleportation array on the cliff, which was specially used by Tianji city's Putuo City branch. 



There was a team of ordinary disciples stationed here. They were in charge of guarding and controlling 

the array. 

Chen Xiaobei and Liu Tong had come together, and the disciples who were stationed there had seen 

them. Naturally, they welcomed them warmly. 

"Greetings, senior brother!" A disciple who looked like the team leader bowed to Chen Xiaobei with a 

big smile on his face. 

"Dispense with the formalities!"  I'm going to the CAO family in the South of Putuo territory. Can I 

teleport there directly? " Chen Xiaobei said. 

"We can't just teleport directly." "However, we can teleport you to the Southwind city, which is very 

close to the CAO family," the disciple said. 

"Alright, I'll go there!" Chen Xiaobei said without hesitation. 

"Yes!" The disciple didn't dare to waste time and immediately nodded.   senior brother, please wait for a 

moment on the formation. I'll go activate it now!  

"Thanks!" Chen Xiaobei smiled and walked into the portal. 

"Chi ..." 

With a wave of spiritual energy, Chen Xiaobei disappeared from the formation and was teleported to 

the formation in Nanfeng city. 

The moment Chen Xiaobei left, the few disciples present could not help but start discussing. 

"This senior brother must be the third elder's new disciple! He looked so young! He'll definitely have a 

bright future!" 

"Such a proud son of the heavens doesn't put on any airs at all, and even thanked him very politely! He 

is much friendlier than the other core disciples!" 

"He's not only polite, but also handsome! I dare to bet that it won't be long before he will be liked by 

many senior and junior sisters! That's what a winner in life is!" 

The crowd discussed among themselves. They all had a good impression of Chen Xiaobei and were full of 

praises for him. 

"Pa!" 

However, at this moment, a figure suddenly flashed in the air and slapped a young disciple to the 

ground! 

"Greetings, senior brother Baili!" Everyone was shocked, but they didn't dare to get angry. They all 

cupped their hands and bowed to the person who came. 

 slap those who praised Chen Zhufeng!  he shouted. Baili tiantu's eyes narrowed and he shouted angrily. 
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"This ..." 

The surrounding disciples were all dumbfounded. Some of them didn't even know who Chen Zhufeng 

was. Why did he slap them? 

"What's wrong? Did you all turn a deaf ear to my words?" 

Baili tiantu's eyes narrowed and he asked fiercely, " "I think you want me to do it myself, just like him!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone's eyes fell on the young disciple who had been beaten to the ground 

by Baili tiantu. 

Baili tiantu's attack was very ruthless. After the young disciple spat out a mouthful of blood, he 

immediately fell unconscious. He must have been seriously injured. 

"Yes, yes, yes! Let's slap them right now! There's no need for senior brother Baili to do anything!" 

The crowd didn't even understand what had happened, but they were afraid of Baili tiantu's ferocity, so 

they could only raise their hands and slap their own mouths. 

Seeing that everyone had slapped him dozens of times, Baili tiantu waved his hand and said, "  alright, I'll 

let you guys off this time. If I hear you praise Chen Zhufeng again, I won't let you off so easily!  

 senior brother Baili ... Who is Chen Zhufeng? " One of the disciples asked in embarrassment. 

"It's the kid who just left!"  he's my enemy!  Baili tiantu's eyes narrowed.  if you praise him, you're going 

Against Me! Do you understand?" 

 I understand ... I understand ...  everyone nodded, but they were still puzzled. 

They were both Xu Zhenyuan's disciples, so why did Baili tiantu and Chen Xiaobei have such a huge 

grudge against each other? 

Of course, no one dared to ask. 

As Xu Zhenyuan's chief disciple, Baili tiantu was famous for being overbearing. Apart from the stronger 

core disciples, no one dared to offend him. 

 where did Chen Zhufeng go just now? " Baili tiantu asked coldly. 

"He's gone to the Southwind city to handle some matters at the CAO family!" One of the disciples 

quickly replied. 

"Good! Send me to the Southwind city as well!" Baili tiantu's eyes narrowed and he laughed evilly.  "That 

brat is really too stupid, he actually dared to leave the sect! I'll make sure he won't be able to return!" 

 yes ...  the disciples were shocked, but they didn't dare to say anything. They immediately activated the 

teleportation array and sent away Baili tiantu, The Fiend. 

After Baili tiantu left, the crowd began to discuss. 

"Sigh ... Senior brother Chen is such a good person. How did he offend Baili tiantu? I'm afraid it's not 

going to be a good time ..." 



"Isn't it? If senior brother Chen was hiding in the sect, Baili tiantu wouldn't have dared to do anything. 

But senior brother Chen just had to leave the sect. How could he survive?" 

 Baili tiantu is too overbearing. I really hope that someone can teach him a lesson!  

"Stop dreaming! Baili tiantu has a good relationship with the chief disciple of the branch leader. It's 

simply courting death to deal with Baili tiantu!" 

"You're right ... Without enough strength, you can only be like us, swallowing your anger and letting 

others bully you ..." 

The disciples felt extremely aggrieved. However, just as they had said, without strength, they could only 

bear with it no matter how much they had to endure. 

……………… 

Southwind city. 

It was a very majestic main city, bigger than any main city that Chen Xiaobei had ever seen. 

The majority of the pedestrians on the streets were at the primordial soul realm. Their numbers were 

simply terrifying. 

This was only the southern part of the Putuo domain, the outermost area of the Nanzhan state. If they 

reached the center of the Nanzhan state, there would be countless divine seas and golden core 

cultivators! 

Moreover, the Nanzhan state didn't have any mainstream orthodoxies. It was filled with Taoists, 

Buddhas, demons, Devils, and many other religions that fought for territory, resources, and followers. 

There were many disputes and endless wars! As a result, their overall strength was far inferior to the 

other three states! 

If he went to victorious East, Luzhou in the North, and aparagodaniya in the West, he would definitely 

see more powerful people! 

At this moment, Nanfeng city was just the tip of the iceberg of the four continents in the earth-god 

Realm! 

Of course, even if it was only the tip of the iceberg, it was much more prosperous than any main city he 

had seen before. They were even on a completely different level! 

"It seems like I have to find a way to move bei Xuan faction to the earth-god Realm!" 

Chen Xiaobei walked through Southwind city, his heart filled with shock. 

As the saying goes, water flows to the lower places, and people go to the higher places. 

What Chen Xiaobei was after was the end of the path of cultivation, the pinnacle of becoming a saint! 

Naturally, Chen Xiaobei's faction could not hide in a lower plane like apocalypse Starfield forever! 

 unfortunately, I'm not stable in the earth-god Realm. I don't have any Foundation at all.  



 it's easy to move the faction here. My family, friends, and disciples will be safe with the protection of 

the beixuan formation, but they won't be able to come and go as they please. It's no different from 

being in jail!  

"Right now, it's better to leave them in apocalypse Starfield. After all, the Azure Dragon, White Tiger, 

Vermillion Bird, and black Tortoise are all my people!" 

"There, my family, friends, and disciples can move freely, and I will be respected and loved wherever I 

go! This is what I want to give them! Instead of following me and living in constant fear in the earth-god 

Realm!" 

Chen Xiaobei decided that he had to establish himself in the earth-god Realm as soon as possible. He 

had to build up his Foundation and network, and then move bei Xuan faction to the earth-god Realm. 

 however, I think little Diao Chan mentioned that she had helped me establish bei Xuan faction in the 

earth-god Realm. I wonder how it is now ...  

'After I find Hua Tuo and cure Xuan Xin, I'll go find Diao Chan! Lu Bu and Ying Zheng should be with her 

as well. I really want to see what the three of them have done to bei Xuan faction." 

"Luoyi, Taiyi, and Emperor Jiang, I don't have any leads on these three guys yet. I'll have to spend some 

effort to find them later! However, with their three abilities, even if they don't rely on me, they should 

be able to do well in the earth-god Realm, right?" 

'I'll find Rahu and I'll be able to solve the evil bone demon's Secret! If I can find Taiyi, I can further 

understand the monster race! If I find Emperor Jiang, I can ask him many things about the Sorcerer 

tribe! I'm really looking forward to it!" 

After walking around the city for a while, Chen Xiaobei familiarized himself with the surroundings. He 

asked a passerby for the CAO family's location, summoned his flying sword, and headed straight for the 

CAO family's house. 

…… 

On the other side, Baili tiantu didn't wander around. He was more familiar with the route and had 

already reached the territory of the CAO family. 

Baili tiantu met with the higher-ups of the CAO family and informed them of Chen Xiaobei's arrival. 

Because of Cao Changfeng's death, the CAO family had lost an important young genius. The whole family 

had long wanted to take revenge on Chen Xiaobei. 

Who would have thought that Chen Xiaobei would deliver himself to them? naturally, the CAO family 

would have prepared a trap to kill Chen Xiaobei! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei already knew about the enmity between him and the CAO family, so he would 

not come empty-handed! 

No matter how dangerous your trap is, I'll break it myself! 


